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Background: Randomized clinical trials have demonstrated that Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation (TMS) is an
eﬀective treatment for episodes of major depressive disorder (MDD). However, characterization of outcomes in
routine clinical practice is needed, as well as identiﬁcation of patient- and treatment-related outcome predictors.
This study documented patient-rated (PHQ-9) and clinician-rated (CGI-S) clinical outcomes in the NeuroStar®
Advanced Therapy System Clinical Outcomes Registry.
Methods: Registry data were collected at 103 practice sites. Of 7759 participants, 5010 patients were included in
an intent-to-treat (ITT) sample, deﬁned as a primary MDD diagnosis, age ≥ 18, and completion of the PHQ-9
before TMS and with at least one PHQ-9 assessment after baseline. Completers (N = 3,814) were responders or
had received ≥ 20 sessions and had an end of acute treatment PHQ-9 assessment. CGI-S ratings were obtained in
smaller samples.
Results: In the total ITT and Completer samples, response (58–83%) and remission (28–62%) rates were notably
high across self-report and clinician-administered assessments. Female patients and those treated with a larger
number of pulses per session had superior clinical outcomes.
Limitations: Site participation in the registry was voluntary and treatment was open label.
Conclusions: The extent of clinical beneﬁt reported by patients and clinicians following TMS in routine practice
compares favorably with alternative interventions for treatment-resistant depression. Strong eﬃcacy and the low
side eﬀect and medical risk proﬁle suggest that TMS be evaluated as a ﬁrst-line treatment for MDD. The ﬁndings
derive from the largest registry of clinical outcomes in MDD for any treatment.

1. Introduction
Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation (TMS) is widely regarded as an
eﬀective treatment for episodes of major depressive disorder (MDD)
(Perera et al., 2016; McClintock et al., 2018; Mutz et al., 2019). It is
cleared by the US Federal Drug Administration (FDA) speciﬁcally for
adult patients who have failed to receive satisfactory improvement from
prior antidepressant medication in the current episode.

Since its ﬁrst use in MDD, TMS has evolved in terms of the neural
targeting methods, stimulation parameters, and treatment schedule. It
also appears that the antidepressant eﬀects of TMS have changed. The
ﬁrst meta-analyses of TMS treatment studies in MDD concluded that,
while TMS had greater antidepressant properties than sham stimulation, its therapeutic eﬀects were modest in magnitude and of doubtful
clinical importance (Sackeim, 2000; Burt et al., 2002; Loo and
Mitchell, 2005). The multi-site, sham-controlled trials that

Abbreviations: CGI-S, Clinical Global Impression – Severity scale; DLPFC, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex; ITT, intention-to-treat; ITI, inter-train interval; MDD, major
depressive disorder; MT, motor threshold; PHQ-9, Patient Health Questionnaire-9; TMS, transcranial magnetic stimulation
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Malik et al., 2016), and a meta-analysis of 54 sham-controlled trials
suggested that females have superior clinical beneﬁt (Kedzior et al.,
2014).
FDA clearance of TMS devices for treatment-resistant MDD was
based on evidence from sham-controlled, multisite RCTs of “fast” or
high frequency (10 Hz) TMS delivered to the left DLPFC
(O'Reardon et al., 2007; George et al., 2010). All patients included here
received left DLPFC, fast frequency TMS, with the recommended protocols specifying 10 Hz stimulation, at an intensity 120% of motor
threshold, and delivery of 3000 pulses. Meta-analyses have also supported the eﬃcacy of slow frequency (1 Hz), right DLPFC TMS in the
treatment of MDD (Burt et al., 2002; Berlim et al., 2013; Chen et al.,
2013), and there has been considerable interest in whether sequential
bilateral treatment (e.g., left fast frequency TMS followed by right-sided
slow frequency TMS within the same session) enhances eﬃcacy
(Fitzgerald et al., 2013; Blumberger et al., 2016). A substantial proportion of the registry sample received sequential bilateral treatment.
We conducted analyses of the total sample of MDD patients treated with
TMS, as well as analyses restricted to patients treated only with left
DLPFC, fast frequency TMS. In addition to demographic correlates, we
examined the extent to which the number of TMS sessions, number of
pulses delivered per session, motor threshold level, and stimulation
intensity (% power relative to MT) were related to clinical outcomes.

subsequently led to regulatory clearance further demonstrated that
TMS had superior antidepressant eﬀects than sham stimulation. However, in the studies by O'Reardon et al. (2007) and George et al. (2010),
response and remission rates following the blinded, sham-controlled
phase were only in the range of 15–20% and 7–14%, respectively.
Once TMS became available in routine clinical practice, new information emerged regarding its eﬃcacy. Carpenter et al. (2012) collected a sample of 307 treatment-resistant MDD patients treated at 42,
mostly private practice, sites, and reported response and remission rates
of approximately 50% and 30% across self-report and clinician-rated
measures. An average of 28 TMS sessions was administered in this open
label, naturalistic study, a longer treatment course than in many of the
earlier controlled trials, and patients were also treated with concomitant antidepressant medications. In a lead-in to a randomized
study of continuation/maintenance TMS treatment conducted at 6
academic sites, Philip et al. (2016) administered 30 TMS sessions to 67
treatment-resistant MDD patients, who were free of psychotropics other
than limited use of sleep and anxiolytic medications. They also reported
robust response and remission rates, underscoring the possibility that
longer courses of TMS may be responsible for the improved eﬃcacy
(Sackeim, 2016). In a large randomized non-inferiority trial conducted
at
3
academic
centers
in
treatment-resistant
MDD,
Blumberger et al. (2018) found that traditional fast-frequency (10 Hz)
TMS and intermittent Theta Burst Stimulation (iTBS) delivered to the
left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) for 20 sessions (4 weeks) in
medicated patients did not diﬀer in antidepressant eﬀects, with response and remission rates ranging from 39–49% and 20–32%, respectively across self-report and clinician-rated measures. Thus, it appears that in recent years the antidepressant eﬀects of TMS have
increased in magnitude.
In 2016, Neuronetics Inc. initiated the NeuroStar® Advanced
Therapy System Clinical Outcomes Registry. This registry documents
demographic features, treatment parameters, and clinical outcomes of
MDD patients treated with the NeuroStar® Advanced Therapy System.
To date, this registry has collected information on more than 8000
patients treated with TMS, and represents the largest registry documenting clinical outcomes for any treatment of MDD (Aaronson et al.,
2017). Over 100 sites, almost all private practitioner or private practice
TMS centers, have contributed data.
Treatments for medical disorders often show superior clinical outcomes in research trials and at academic centers compared to the same
treatments delivered in community practice settings (Hewitt et al.,
1999; Institute of Medicine (U.S.), Committee on Quality of Health Care
in America., 2001; Hoekstra et al., 2002). This pattern also holds for the
treatment of psychiatric disorders, including MDD (Dixon et al., 1995;
National Advisory Mental Health Council, 1999; Unutzer et al., 1999;
Weersing and Weisz, 2002; Prudic et al., 2004). Thus, the ﬁrst objective
of this study was to examine clinical outcomes in this large population
of MDD patients treated in routine practice, using both self-report and
clinician-rated measures. This information should be useful in benchmarking the eﬀectiveness of TMS against alternative interventions, and
for informing patients of likely treatment outcomes.
The second objective was to examine potential demographic factors
and treatment-related correlates of TMS clinical outcomes. Some studies have suggested that geriatric depressed patients have less favorable
clinical outcomes with TMS than younger adults (Figiel et al., 1998;
Fregni et al., 2006; Jorge et al., 2008; Carpenter et al., 2012;
Pallanti et al., 2012), perhaps due to cortical atrophy in older patients
resulting in a greater coil-to-cortex distance and lower induced current
density (Nahas et al., 2004). TMS is cleared by the FDA only for MDD
patients between the ages of 22-70 years even though several recent
investigations and meta-analyses have not observed an inverse relationship between age and TMS clinical outcome (Ciobanu et al., 2013;
Sabesan et al., 2015). Gender has rarely been examined as a predictor of
TMS outcome, although some small studies have suggested that premenopausal women are especially likely to beneﬁt (Huang et al., 2008;

2. Methods
2.1. Clinical outcomes registry
Site selection for participation in the NeuroStar® Advanced Therapy
System Clinical Outcomes Registry required that clinical facilities
treated a minimum of 24 patients the year before joining the registry,
used TrakStar® Cloud software for recording patient characteristics and
treatment parameters, and had a secure link for electronic data transfer.
In addition, sites used the Patient Health Questionnaire-9 (PHQ-9)
(Kroenke et al., 2001) and/or the Clinical Global Impression – Severity
scale (CGI-S) (Guy, 1976) to assess the severity of depressive symptoms
by self-report and clinician rating, respectively.
Patient inclusion in the registry started on May 5, 2016 and this
report concerns all data collected until October 4, 2019. Patients
treated prior to the start of the registry were included, if the required
clinical data were collected at the appropriate intervals. The ﬁrst
treatment included in the registry was administered on May 5, 2010.
However, 95.3% of the patients in the intent-to-treat (ITT) sample were
treated between the dates noted above. Prior to the ﬁrst acute phase
TMS treatment, site personnel entered patient demographic information (date of birth, gender), site identiﬁer, patient primary diagnosis
and in some cases diagnoses of co-morbid psychiatric conditions (using
ICD-9, ICD-10, or DSM-IV), and PHQ-9 and CGI-S scores. Treatment
parameters were captured passively at each treatment session, and included session date, stimulation target location (i.e., left DLPFC, right
DLPFC, or both), motor threshold (MT) level, number of pulses delivered per treatment location or session, stimulation intensity (i.e.,
treatment level, % device output relative to MT), pulse frequency (e.g.,
10 Hz vs. 1 Hz), and the number of acute phase treatment sessions that
comprised the course of therapy. The acute phase treatment period was
deﬁned as starting with the patient's ﬁrst recorded TMS treatment and
continuing until there was a period of at least seven days without any
treatment. It was expected that the PHQ-9 and CGI-S assessments would
be completed at baseline and at acute phase treatment termination.
PHQ-9 and CGI-S assessments completed at weekly intervals during the
acute treatment course were also recorded.
The Clinical Outcomes Registry was maintained in compliance with
the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996
(HIPAA). All patient data were de-identiﬁed prior to electronic transfer.
Collection and analysis of clinical care data in this way does not require
local Institutional Review Board approval or informed consent.
66
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2.2. Sample deﬁnitions

2.3. TMS procedures

The NeuroStar Clinical Outcomes Registry collected data on 7,759
patients treated at 103 U.S. sites (mean per site = 51.1 patients,
SD = 73.1). These registry participants were all unique individuals who
received at least 1 treatment with the NeuroStar TMS Therapy System.
The 103 sites were a substantial proportion of the more than 800 sites
using this system in the U.S. The sites were primarily private practice
practitioners (N = 51) or private practice TMS Centers (N = 49), with
few hospital-based practices (N = 2) or academic institutions (N = 1).
Registry entries included patients treated oﬀ-label for indications other
than MDD, outside the indicated age range, and patients who received
maintenance TMS. Once a site joined the registry, treatment data were
captured from all patients treated at the site.
An ITT sample was deﬁned, identifying all evaluable patients
treated for MDD. Exclusions included age less than 18 years at the time
of the ﬁrst treatment (N = 85), invalid age entry (N = 1), and no MDD
diagnosis (n=825) or a primary diagnosis other than MDD (N = 12). In
addition, to ensure that the treatment objective was management of an
acute episode of MDD, patients with co-morbid diagnoses of psychiatric
disorders other than generalized anxiety disorder, panic disorder, and
unspeciﬁed anxiety disorder were also excluded (e.g., schizophrenia,
bipolar disorder, autism, attention-deﬁcit hyperactivity disorder)
(N = 193). In addition, patients were excluded who did not have a
PHQ-9 assessment within 14 days prior to the ﬁrst TMS session
(N = 1010), or who did not have at least one PHQ-9 assessment following the start of TMS (N = 394). Finally, individuals were excluded
whose baseline PHQ-9 was less than 10, indicating insuﬃcient severity
of baseline depressive symptoms (N = 229). The ITT sample comprised
5,010 patients. In the ITT sample, the last clinical assessment was used
to evaluate eﬃcacy, regardless of when it occurred during the acute
treatment course.
The Completer sample met the same eligibility criteria as the ITT
sample. In addition, to ensure a minimally adequate course of TMS
(Sackeim et al., 2019), individuals were excluded if classiﬁed as PHQ-9
nonresponders and had ended TMS after fewer than 20 sessions
(N = 301), or if a PHQ-9 assessment was not conducted near the end of
acute phase treatment (N = 895), i.e., within ± 4 days relative to the
ﬁnal session in the acute phase. The Completer sample comprised 3,814
patients. Of this sample, 110 patients (2.9%) were classiﬁed as responders and received fewer than 20 sessions. Their inclusion had
minor impact on the ﬁndings
The ITT and Completer samples were further subgrouped, identifying patients treated only with left DLPFC stimulation, by excluding
patients who had received any right-sided treatment during the acute
course, either as the only treatment or in combination with left-sided
treatment in the same session. Of the 5010 patients in the ITT sample,
2158 patients (43.1%) received some form of right-sided treatment (all
low frequency, 1 Hz), with 30 of these patients treated with only rightsided TMS over the course of treatment. Of the 3814 patients in the
Completer Total sample, 1694 patients (44.4%) received right-sided
TMS at one or more sessions. In addition, patients were also excluded
from the “Left Only” subgroup if they received more than one left-sided
treatment per session (N = 83). The ITT and Completers samples were
reduced to 2764 and 2050 patients, respectively, when limited to “Left
Only” patients, i.e., those treated only with left-sided, fast frequency
TMS with a single treatment per session.
Clinician-rated CGI-S scores were contributed principally by psychiatrists supervising TMS and occasionally by other clinical staﬀ.
These ratings were completed in a considerably smaller number of
patients than the self-report PHQ-9 scale. The samples examined in the
CGI-S analyses were thus subsets of those examined in PHQ-9 analyses.
In addition, patients with CGI-S scores ≤ 3 prior to starting TMS
(n = 9) were excluded from the CGI-S analyses due to insuﬃcient
baseline illness severity.

MT was determined at the ﬁrst treatment, using single pulse stimulation over motor cortex representation of the left abductor pollicis
brevis muscle and visual observation of thumb twitch. MT level was
deﬁned as the minimum device power that induced an observable
motor response in 50% of the applied pulses, using an iterative algorithm (MT Assist). MT was expressed in Standardized MT (SMT) units.
SMT are calibrated so that a SMT of 1.0 corresponds to the average MT
level observed in a large patient sample (NeuroStar® System
Instructions for Use, Rev. F, Apr. 2019) and reﬂects an estimated
electric ﬁeld of 135 V/m at a point located 2.0 cm along the central axis
of the treatment coil from the surface of the scalp into the patient's
cortex.
External coordinates for coil placement over the DLPFC target were
usually calculated by the device, identifying a site 5.5 cm anterior to the
MT location, along a left superior oblique plane. However, practitioners
could use other target localizing procedures (Beam et al., 2009). The
recommended and FDA cleared protocols consisted of left DLPFC stimulation at 120% of the MT level, using a pulse frequency of 10 Hz, 4 s
train duration, and 75 pulse trains, thereby delivering 3000 pulses per
session. The inter-train interval (ITI) was 26 s in the original Standard
protocol, resulting in a session duration of 37.5 min. In 2016, the FDA
cleared a new protocol termed “Dash” for the NeuroStar device. The
Dash protocol uses the same parameters as the Standard protocol but
with a variable (shorter) ITI, ranging from 11 s to 25 s
(Neuronetics Inc., 2016). This change reduced the minimum duration of
a 3000 pulse session to 18.75 min. However, practitioners did not necessarily apply the parameter conﬁgurations speciﬁed by the Standard
or Dash protocols, resulting in variability in stimulation parameters and
number of sessions. For example, at the discretion of practitioners,
some patients were administered a considerably larger number of
pulses per session, up to a maximum of 5000.
Comparison of outcomes with the Standard and Dash protocols
which varied in ITI, and comparison of bilateral versus left-sided only
treatment, will be the subject of future reports. The NeuroStar TrakStar
software captured the age, gender, and MT level of each patient, as well
as the treatment parameters at each session, including stimulation intensity, pulse frequency, stimulation time, ITI, number of pulse trains,
and total number of prescribed and delivered pulses.
2.4. Statistical analyses
The primary analyses were conducted in the ITT Total sample and
were repeated for conﬁrmation in the Completer Total sample and the
ITT and Completer Left Only samples. Descriptive statistics on demographic features, treatment parameters, and clinical outcomes are reported for the ITT and Completer Total and Left Only samples.
Response was deﬁned as ≥ 50% reduction in PHQ-9 scores at ﬁnal
assessment relative to pre-TMS baseline and remission was deﬁned as a
ﬁnal PHQ-9 score less than 5. On the CGI-S, response corresponded to a
score of 3 (“mildly ill”) or less, while remission corresponded to a score
of 2 (“borderline mentally ill”) or less. The PHQ-9 and CGI-S have established reliability and validity and have been commonly used in large
population-based studies of antidepressant eﬀects (Kroenke et al., 2001;
Busner and Targum, 2007). To examine concordance between the selfreport and clinician ratings, the correlation between these scores was
computed using a mixed eﬀects linear model based on the method of
Lam et. al. (Lam et al., 1999; Hamlett et al., 2003) to account for
multiple measurements per subject. Additionally, Spearman's rho was
calculated which assumes independence of multiple measurements
from the same subject but considers the ordinal nature of the scales.
These calculations were performed on the 3583 paired scores contributed by 1474 patients from baseline until the end of the acute
course, using all measures obtained on the same day. Cohen's kappa
coeﬃcient (Cohen, 1960) was used to test the association between
67
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PHQ-9 and CGI-S categorization of response and remission.
Categorical outcomes on the PHQ-9 were compared in patients who
did and did not have CGI-S ratings using z-tests of independent proportions. McNemar's test was used to compare categorical outcomes in
the patients rated with both the PHQ-9 and CGI-S.
To examine the relations of clinical outcomes to demographic
variables and treatment parameters, parallel analyses were performed
on PHQ-9 and CGI-S scores. A simultaneous multiple regression analysis
was conducted on the ﬁnal PHQ-9 or CGI-S score with baseline score,
age, gender, MT, stimulation intensity, number of pulses delivered per
session, and number of treatment sessions in the course as predictors.
These same predictors were used in logistic regression analyses on response and remission classiﬁcations.
All analyses were conducted using SAS v9.4 (SAS Institute Inc.,
Cary, NC, USA). Results are reported as mean ± SD. Treatment parameters were averaged over all treatment sessions in the acute course.
Signiﬁcance values are two-sided with an alpha of 0.05. All p-values
reported are without multiplicity adjustment.

Table 2
PHQ-9 treatment outcomes in the intent-to-treat and completer samples.

3. Results
3.1. Demographic characteristics and treatment parameters

PHQ-9 outcomes
Intent-to-treat sample
Total
Left only
(N = 5010) (N = 2764)

Completer sample
Total
Left only
(N = 3814) (N = 2053)

Baseline PHQ-9
LOCF PHQ-9
Diﬀerence (Pre-Post)

19.8 ± 4.1
9.6 ± 6.8
10.2 ± 6.8

19.8 ± 4.1
8.6 ± 6.4
11.1 ± 6.6

19.3 ± 4.1
7.9 ± 6.2
11.4 ± 6.6

Response rate
Remission rate

65.0%
31.7%

68.9%
35.8%

Baseline CGI-S
LOCF CGI-S
Diﬀerence (Pre-Post)

57.7%
60.6%
27.9%
31.2%
CGI-S Outcomes
Intent-to-Treat Sample
Total
Left Only
(N = 1489) (N = 735)
5.5 ± 0.8
5.3 ± 0.7
2.8 ± 1.5
2.5 ± 1.3
2.7 ± 1.5
2.8 ± 1.4

Completer Sample
Total
Left Only
(N = 1170) (N = 615)
5.4 ± 0.8
5.3 ± 0.7
2.6 ± 1.4
2.3 ± 1.3
2.8 ± 1.4
2.9 ± 1.3

Response rate
Remission rate

69.4%
46.5%

75.0%
52.5%

19.4 ± 4.2
9.0 ± 6.7
10.4 ± 6.8

79.0%
57.8%

83.1%
62.3%

rates varied from 58 to 69% and 28 to 36%, respectively. For the CGI-S,
these rates were 69 to 83% and 47 to 63%, respectively.
Response and remission rates were higher in the CGI-S than PHQ-9
ratings. Table 3 presents the response and remission rates on the PHQ-9
in patients who did and did not have CGI-S ratings, and the PHQ-9 and
CGI-S categorical outcomes in the patients who had both ratings. PHQ-9
response and remission rates were higher in patients assessed with both
measures than in patients without CGI-S ratings (all p’s < 0.001). In
addition, when restricted to patients with both ratings, response and
remission rates were signiﬁcantly higher in the CGI-S ratings
(p’s < 0.045 to 0.001). Thus, clinicians completed CGI-S scores especially for patients who reported substantial clinical improvement.
Nonetheless, clinicians also reported superior outcomes compared to
the self-ratings for patients in whom both sets of ratings were completed. This pattern was also observed in the ITT and Completer Left
Only samples (see Table 1 of the online supplement).

Table 1 presents demographic characteristics and treatment parameters of the ITT and Completer Total and Left Only samples. Approximately two-thirds of patients were female, and the average age
was nearly 50 years. The average baseline PHQ-9 score indicated
moderate-to-severe symptom severity, which was also reﬂected in the
CGI-S ratings. On average, patients received over 30 TMS sessions
during the acute course, over a period of 7–8 weeks.
3.2. PHQ-9 and CGI-S concordance
There was strong agreement between the PHQ-9 and CGI-S ratings,
with a correlation coeﬃcient across all paired ratings of 0.81, and a
Spearman's rho of 0.80. Cohen's kappa coeﬃcients for response and
remission categorizations were 0.57 (95% CI: 0.52–0.63) and 0.52
(95% CI: 0.47–0.57), respectively.

3.4. Demographic and treatment-related predictors of outcome
3.3. Antidepressant Eﬀects
The regression analyses for the ITT and Completer Total samples are
presented in Table 4 for the PHQ-9 outcomes and Table 5 for the CGI-S
outcomes. The major eﬀects were conﬁrmed in the Left Only samples

Table 2 presents the PHQ-9 and CGI-S clinical outcome measures in
the ITT and Completer samples. For the PHQ-9, response and remission

Table 1
Demographics and treatment parameters of the intent-to-treat and completer samples.
Intent-to-treat sample
Total
(N = 5010)

Left Only
(N = 2764)

Completer sample
Total
(N = 3814)

Left Only
(N = 2053)

Age
Gender (% female)
Baseline PHQ-9
Baseline CGI-Sa
Baseline CGI-S (N)
TMS treatment location

47.8 ± 16.0
64.0%
19.8 ± 4.1
5.5 ± 0.8
(2371)

49.4 ± 16.0
65.1%
19.4 ± 4.2
5.3 ± 0.8
(1098)

47.7 ± 15.9
63.6%
19.8 ± 4.1
5.5 ± 0.8
(1936)

49.5 ± 15.8
64.4%
19.3 ± 4.1
5.3 ± 0.7
(892)

Left only (%)
Right only (%)
Left and right (%)
Number of sessions in acute course
Acute course duration (days)
Number of treatments per session
Motor threshold (MT, % device output)
Stimulation intensity (% MT across sessions)
Interval between pulse trains (ITI, s)
Pulse frequency per session
Number of pulses delivered per session

56.9%
0.6%
42.5%
32.0 ± 8.8
52.3 ± 17.2
1.3 ± 0.5
1.04 ± 0.23
115.3 ± 8.9
13.5 ± 7.3
8.7 ± 2.4
2925.1 ± 726.9

100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
31.5 ± 8.9
50.9 ± 16.7
1.0 ± 0.0
1.04 ± 0.23
115.3 ± 8.0
16.6 ± 7.3
10.2 ± 1.5
3280.9 ± 685.0

55.6%
0.5%
43.9%
34.2 ± 6.3
55.8 ± 13.9
1.3 ± 0.5
1.03 ± 0.23
116.3 ± 7.8
13.5 ± 7.3
8.6 ± 2.3
2923.1 ± 719.9

100.0%
0.0%
0.0%
33.9 ± 6.0
54.6 ± 12.7
1.0 ± 0.0
1.04 ± 0.23
116.4 ± 6.8
16.7 ± 7.3
10.2 ± 1.2
3289.2 ± 673.4

a

Includes all patients with CGI-S scores at baseline, including patients with baseline CGI-S score ≤ 3.
68
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Table 3
Comparison of response and remission rates based on PHQ-9 and CGI-S scores for the same patients or PHQ-9 scores only.
Outcome (Sample)

PHQ-9 No CGI-S

Response (ITT Total sample)

Remission (ITT total sample)
Remission (Completer total sample)

b
c

CGI-S both rated

a

53.8%
(1893/3521)
62.7 %
(1657/2644)
25.0%
(879/3521)
29.7%
(785/2644)

Response (Completer total sample)

a

PHQ-9 both rated
67.2% (1000/1489)

69.4%b (1034/1489)

70.4%a (824/1170)

75.0%c (878/1170)

34.8%a (518/1489)

46.5%c
(692/1489)
52.5%c (614/1170)

36.2%a (423/1170)

p < 0.001 comparing PHQ-9 outcomes with and without concomitant CGI-S ratings based on z-test for independent proportions.
p < 0.05 comparing outcomes on PHQ-9 and the CGI-S using McNemar's test for dependent proportions.
p < 0.001 comparing outcomes on PHQ-9 and the CGI-S using McNemar's test for dependent proportions.

males in all samples (0.03 > P's < 0.001), with approximately 5–10%
more female patients achieving these outcomes than males. Fig. 1
presents unadjusted response and remission rates for women and men
across the age range in the ITT and Completer Total samples (see Fig. 1
of the online supplement for the Left Only samples). Superior clinical
outcomes in female patients were evident starting at 50 years of age and
above. In all samples except Left Only CGI-S ratings, responders and
remitters received a larger number of pulses per session than nonresponders or non-remitters (0.02 > p’s < 0.001). As seen in Fig. 2,
patients who averaged 4000 or more pulses per session had superior
outcomes (see Fig. 2 in the online line supplement for the Left Only
samples).

(see Tables 2 and 3 of the online supplement). Three variables had
consistent associations with the three clinical outcome measures (ﬁnal
score, response and remission) across the ITT and Completer samples
and the PHQ-9 and CGI-S assessments. Patients with more severe
baseline symptomatology had higher PHQ-9 and CGI-S scores following
TMS and were less likely to attain response or remission. Females had
superior clinical outcomes compared to males. Patients who received
more pulses per session also had superior clinical outcomes. In contrast,
the number of TMS sessions administered was positively associated
with clinical outcomes only in the ITT samples, which included patients
who dropped out early in treatment. This association did not hold in the
Completer samples, which required a minimum of 20 sessions for
nonresponse classiﬁcation. Stimulation intensity was negatively associated with clinical outcomes, but only in the CGI-S ratings and this
negative association was not observed in the unadjusted data. Age and
MT level did not show consistent association with clinical outcomes.
Females had signiﬁcantly higher response and remission rates than

4. Discussion
The NeuroStar® Advanced Therapy System Clinical Outcomes
Registry collected clinical outcome data on a large sample of patients

Table 4
Regression analyses in the ITT and completer total samples on PHQ-9 outcomes with demographic and treatment-related predictors.
ITT total sampleN = 4,999a
Post-TMS PHQ-9 Score
Coeﬃcient
SE
Baseline PHQ- 9 score
Age
Gender (Female = 1)
Motor threshold (MT) Level
Stimulation intensityc
Total pulses per sessiond
Number of TMS sessions

Baseline PHQ- 9 Score
Age
Gender (Female = 1)
Motor Threshold (MT) Level
Stimulation Intensityc
Total pulses per sessiond
Number of TMS sessions

Baseline PHQ- 9 score
Age
Gender (Female = 1)
Motor Threshold (MT) Level
Stimulation Intensityc
Total pulses per sessiond
Number of TMS sessions

0.48
−0.01
−1.08
0.01
−0.08
−0.20
−0.18
PHQ-9 response
Odds ratio [95% CI]
0.98 [0.97, 0.996]
1.00 [1.00, 1.01]
1.34 [1.19, 1.52]
1.06 [0.81, 1.38]
1.03 [0.99, 1.07]
1.09 [1.04, 1.13]
1.06 [1.05, 1.06]
PHQ-9 remission
Odds ratio [95% CI]
0.92 [0.90, 0.93]
1.00 [1.00, 1.01]
1.37 [1.19, 1.57]
0.98 [0.73, 1.32]
1.06 [1.01, 1.10]
1.07 [1.02, 1.11]
1.04 [1.03, 1.05]

Completer total sampleN = 3,809b

0.02
0.01
0.19
0.40
0.06
0.06
0.01

p

Coeﬃcient

SE

p

<0.0001
0.29
<0.0001
0.98
0.15
0.001
<0.0001

0.43
−0.01
−1.06
0.53
0.02
−0.28
−0.01

0.02
0.01
0.21
0.45
0.07
0.07
0.02

<0.0001
0.17
<0.0001
0.24
0.75
<0.0001
0.74

p
0.01
0.26
<0.0001
0.67
0.15
0.0001
<0.0001

Odds ratio [95% CI]
0.99 [0.97, 1.00]
1.00 [1.00, 1.01]
1.35 [1.17, 1.55]
0.96 [0.71, 1.31]
0.99 [0.94, 1.04]
1.13 [1.07, 1.18]
0.99 [0.98, 1.00]

p
0.11
0.16
<0.0001
0.81
0.66
<0.0001
0.03

p
<0.0001
0.04
<0.0001
0.91
0.02
0.004
<0.0001

Odds ratio [95% CI]
0.92 [0.90, 0.93]
1.00 [1.00, 1.01]
1.31 [1.13, 1.52]
0.89 [0.64, 1.22]
1.02 [0.97, 1.08]
1.08 [1.03, 1.13]
1.01 [0.99, 1.02]

p
<0.0001
0.06
0.0003
0.45
0.36
0.003
0.35

a
The ITT Total sample for the PHQ-9 was reduced from 5010 to 4999 patients due to missing predictor data for 11 individuals: 6 patients had gender reported as
“Other”, 4 patients had missing data for Stimulation Intensity, and 1 patient was missing both Stimulation Intensity and Total Pulses per Session.
b
The Completer Total sample for the PHQ-9 was reduced from 3814 to 3809 patients due to missing predictor data for 5 individuals: 3 patients had gender
reported as “Other”, 1 patients had missing data for Stimulation Intensity, and 1 patient was missing both Stimulation Intensity and Total Pulses per Session.
c
Stimulation Intensity values were binned into units of 5% increments.
d
Total Pulses per Session was binned into units of 500 pulses.
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Table 5
Regression analyses in the ITT and completer total samples on CGI-S outcomes with demographic and treatment-related predictors.
ITT total sample N = 1,486a
Post-TMS CGI-S Score
Coeﬃcient
SE
Baseline CGI-S score
Age
Gender (Female = 1)
Motor threshold (MT) level
Stimulation intensity c
Total pulses per sessiond
Number of TMS sessions

Baseline CGI-S score
Age
Gender (Female = 1)
Motor threshold (MT) level
Stimulation Intensity c
Total pulses per sessiond
Number of TMS sessions

Baseline CGI-S score
Age
Gender (Female = 1)
Motor Threshold (MT) level
Stimulation intensity c
Total pulses per sessiond
Number of TMS sessions

0.44
0.00
−0.18
0.12
0.09
−0.14
−0.03
CGI-S response
Odds ratio [95% CI]
0.59 [0.50, 0.68]
1.00 [0.99, 1.00]
1.17 [0.92, 1.49]
0.99 [0.56, 1.75]
0.86 [0.78, 0.95]
1.21 [1.12, 1.31]
1.06 [1.04, 1.09]
CGI-S remission
Odds ratio [95% CI]
0.65 [0.56, 0.74]
1.00 [0.99, 1.01]
1.42 [1.13, 1.77]
0.89 [0.53, 1.49]
0.91 [0.83, 0.98]
1.20 [1.12, 1.28]
1.02 [1.00, 1.04]

Completer total sample N = 1168b

0.05
0.00
0.08
0.18
0.03
0.02
0.01

p

Coeﬃcient

SE

p

<0.0001
0.72
0.02
0.51
0.003
<0.0001
<0.0001

0.36
0.00
−0.24
0.18
0.10
−0.11
0.01

0.05
0.00
0.08
0.19
0.03
0.03
0.01

<0.0001
0.68
0.004
0.35
0.001
<0.0001
0.29

p
<0.0001
0.20
0.21
0.97
0.002
<0.0001
<0.0001

Odds ratio [95% CI]
0.58 [0.49, 0.70]
1.00 [0.99, 1.01]
1.26 [0.95, 1.68]
0.96 [0.50, 1.86]
0.83 [0.74, 0.93]
1.19 [1.09, 1.31]
0.99 [0.95, 1.03]

p
<0.0001
0.36
0.11
0.90
0.002
0.0003
0.55

p
<0.0001
0.87
0.002
0.65
0.02
<0.0001
0.03

Odds ratio [95% CI]
0.66 [0.57, 0.77]
1.00 [0.99, 1.01]
1.47 [1.15, 1.89]
0.71 [0.40, 1.27]
0.87 [0.79, 0.96]
1.17 [1.08, 1.27]
0.98 [0.95, 1.01]

p
<0.0001
0.99
0.003
0.25
0.004
<0.0001
0.19

a
The ITT Total sample for the CGI-S was reduced from 1489 to 1486 patients due to missing predictor data for 3 individuals: 2 patients had missing data for
Stimulation Intensity, and 1 patient was missing both Stimulation Intensity and Total Pulses per Session.
b
The Completer Total sample for the CGI-S was reduced from 1170 to 1168 patients due to missing predictor data for 5 individuals: 1 patient had missing data for
Stimulation Intensity, and 1 patient was missing both Stimulation Intensity and Total Pulses per Session.
c
Stimulation Intensity values were binned into units of 5% increments.
d
Total Pulses per Session was binned into units of 500 pulses.

increased rates of response and remission (O'Reardon et al., 2007;
George et al., 2010). However, in addition to longer courses of treatment, changes have also occurred in other potentially relevant factors,
such as the accuracy of target engagement, dosing parameters, and the
medication status of patients.
The fact that these registry patients received open-label treatment
may have elevated the response and remission rates relative to shamcontrolled trials. In general, antidepressant medications show stronger
eﬃcacy when randomized treatment conditions do not involve a placebo control (Sneed et al., 2008; Rutherford et al., 2013). Furthermore,
the fact that patients and clinician raters were aware of the treatment
and the protocols being administered may have impacted on ratings.
However, open-label registry data of this type may better reﬂect the
outcomes occurring in routine practice.
All registry studies have limitations (O'Brien and Keil, 2020), and
one of the most signiﬁcant is the limited information on registry participants. In this registry, only patient age and gender were recorded, so
clinical characteristics of the sample are unknown, other than psychiatric diagnosis and PHQ-9 and CGI-S scores. It is presumed that the
patient sample was largely composed of individuals with treatmentresistant MDD, as insurance reimbursement for TMS often requires an
extensive recent history of failed antidepressant treatment
(Optum United Behavior Health. Behavioral Clinical Policy.
Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation), and previous studies of similar
TMS samples in private care have documented extensive treatment
resistance (Carpenter et al., 2012). The PHQ-9 response and remission
rates obtained here compare favorably to the clinical outcomes with the
7 antidepressant interventions used in Level 2 of the STAR*D trial, after
failure to beneﬁt suﬃciently from standardized treatment with citalopram (Rush et al., 2006). In other words, the eﬃcacy ﬁndings of this
study are especially striking given the presumption that the sample was
largely composed of patients with treatment-resistant MDD.

treated with TMS in private practice settings in the United States. Site
participation was voluntary, and sites were required to demonstrate
signiﬁcant experience using the NeuroStar® Advanced Therapy System
in the year before joining the registry. Clinical outcomes were examined
for patients who received treatment for a major depressive episode,
with minimal exclusions.
By both patient self-report and clinician-rated measures, the eﬃcacy
of TMS in this population was striking. In the patient self-ratings, PHQ9 response and remission rates in the ITT samples were approximately
60% and 30%, respectively, and approximately 5% higher in the
Completer samples. The clinician ratings, albeit in a substantially
smaller sample, yielded higher estimates, with CGI-S response and remission rates of approximately 70–80% and 50–60%, respectively. The
fact that the self-report estimates were derived from the treatment of
several thousand patients at over 100 facilities increases conﬁdence in
their accuracy.
The antidepressant eﬀects in this study are similar in magnitude to
those reported by Carpenter et al. (Carpenter et al., 2012) in an independent sample of 307 patients also treated with the NeuroStar®
Advanced Therapy System, and who had documented treatment resistance. Other recent trials have also reported strong therapeutic results (Perera et al., 2016; Philip et al., 2016; Blumberger et al., 2018;
Mutz et al., 2019). Thus, the eﬃcacy of TMS for episodes of major
depression appears considerably more substantial than in its earlier
history (Sackeim, 2000; Burt et al., 2002; Gross et al., 2007), and the
ﬁndings of this study indicate superior clinical outcomes with routine
community-based treatment relative to the outcomes documented earlier with research-based treatment in academic settings. In this study,
registry patients averaged about 30 TMS sessions, and longer courses of
TMS have been suggested as contributing to enhanced eﬃcacy
(Gershon et al., 2003; Gross et al., 2007). In the original multi-site
sham-controlled trials, extending the course of TMS also resulted in
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Fig. 1. Response and remisison rates for female and male patients as a function of age grouping for the ntent-to-treat (ITT) and Completer Total samples, separately
for self-report (PHQ-9) and clinican-rated (CGI-S) outcomes.

The strong eﬃcacy ﬁndings also raise the question of whether the
use of TMS in treatment-resistant depression is unnecessarily restrictive. Interventions that are eﬀective in the context of treatmentresistant depression are not expected to lose eﬃcacy when administered to patients who are treatment naïve or who have been treated
inadequately (Rush et al., 2006; Sackeim et al., 2019). As in the case of
ECT, eﬀective treatments may be reserved for treatment-resistant patients because increased side eﬀect burden, medical risk, cost or convenience limits their use as a treatment of ﬁrst choice. TMS was originally developed and tested in treatment-resistant depressed samples
(George et al., 1999; Burt et al., 2002). However, its side eﬀect and risk
proﬁle is now well characterized (Perera et al., 2016; McClintock et al.,
2018) and in many respects compares favorably with antidepressant
medications (Wang et al., 2018). The strong eﬃcacy shown in this
study, and the high safety margin of TMS, suggest consideration be
given to broadening its indication to include MDD patients without

established treatment resistance. Trials comparing outcomes of TMS
and pharmacotherapy as ﬁrst-line treatments may be needed.
The clinical outcomes were superior in the clinician ratings compared to the self-report ratings. This comparison is tenuous, however,
since disparate scales were used to derive response and remission rates.
For example, the PHQ-9 evaluates severity of discrete symptoms over a
2-week timeframe, while the CGI-S provides a cross-sectional, global
evaluation of illness severity. Nonetheless, it is often the case that eﬀect
sizes for depressive symptom reduction are greater for clinician-ratings
than self-ratings across studies of psychotherapy, pharmacology, and
ECT (Sayer et al., 1993). The largest discrepancy in this study was the
higher rate of remission in the clinician ratings. In a study of ECT in
community settings, it was noted that treatment was not infrequently
terminated by providers with the judgment that patients were in remission, while structured interviews by observers documented signiﬁcant residual symptomology (Prudic et al., 2004). The clinician
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Fig. 2. Response and remission rates as a function of the average number of pulses delviered per treatment session for the intent-to-treat (ITT) and Completer Total
samples, separately for self-report (PHQ-9) and clinican-rated (CGI-S) outcomes.

noted, one limitation of the PHQ-9 is the 2-week time period for assessing symptom severity. For treatments like TMS, where symptomatic
improvement change can be rapid, using a 2-week reporting period may
result in underestimation of therapeutic eﬀects.
The clinical outcomes following TMS were consistently associated
with two patient-related and one treatment-related predictors. As in
most prospective studies of antidepressant treatment, severity of depressive symptoms at baseline and post-treatment was correlated.
Female patients had greater therapeutic eﬀects, supporting earlier
suggestions of a gender diﬀerence (Huang et al., 2008; Kedzior et al.,
2014; Malik et al., 2016). In this study, the gender diﬀerence was most
manifest after 50 years of age. Contrary to earlier concerns (Figiel et al.,
1998; Fregni et al., 2006; Jorge et al., 2008; Pallanti et al., 2012) and in

ratings were also obtained in a much small number of registry participants, and there was selection bias in terms of the patients in whom
these ratings were completed. Thus, the clinician-rating data should be
taken principally as supportive of the PHQ-9 results.
The PHQ-9 and CGI-S are commonly used and validated measures of
depression symptom severity; they demand less time and training than
instruments frequently used in clinical trials, such as the clinician-rated
Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression (HRSD) (Hamilton, 1967), or the
Inventory of Depressive Symptoms-Self-Report (IDS-SR) scale
(Trivedi et al., 2004). Regardless of the instrument used, clinical outcomes appear to be improved when standardized rating scales are obtained in routine practice (Wood and Gupta, 2017). It is unknown how
outcomes would have diﬀered had other instruments been used. As
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line with recent meta-analyses (Ciobanu et al., 2013; Sabesan et al.,
2015), there was no evidence in this study that therapeutic eﬀects were
reduced with advancing age.
Practitioners varied in the TMS protocols they implemented. While
all patients received some form of fast frequency TMS delivered to the
left DLPFC (with or without additional slow frequency right-sided
treatment), there was variability in patients’ MT, stimulation intensity
relative to MT, pulse frequency, number of pulses delivered per session,
and the number of treatment sessions. Only the number of pulses per
session showed consistent associations, as patients who received more
pulses per session had superior results. Previous research has reported
inconsistent ﬁndings regarding the relations of pulse number to eﬃcacy
(Schulze et al., 2018). As this was a registry-based, naturalistic, observational study, it is possible that the patients treated at sites using
high number of pulses diﬀered from those treated at the remaining
sites. Nonetheless, the ﬁndings of gender diﬀerences in clinical outcomes and the relations of eﬃcacy to the number of pulses per session
may inform eﬀorts to enhance further the eﬃcacy of TMS in MDD.
Indeed, this large registry with prospective outcome data provides opportunity to examine how variation in clinical practice is related to
clinical outcomes. Here we observed that a larger number of pulses per
session was associated with superior outcome. We did not examine the
relations of ITI or laterality of treatment with outcome. Forthcoming
reports will compare outcomes with the Standard (26 second ITI) versus
Dash protocols (11–25 second ITI), and sequential bilateral treatment
versus left-sided only treatment.
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